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“10 years of Open Access at
University of Trieste: from IR to CRIS integrated with
Open Research Data”

EUT Edizioni Università di Trieste
Open access has proven to be an effective model for
publishing academic works, providing for the worldwide,
free and unrestricted access to research results. According
to the principles of Open Access set forth in the "Berlin
Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences
and Humanities" of 2003, publications can be freely read,
downloaded and used via the internet. At the same time,
open access publication creates an unlimited visibility of
research results.

EUT Edizioni Università di Trieste
Scholars increasingly prefer to take a greater control over the
communication process. Many academics feel disillusioned with
the low circulation and high retail prices of traditional scholarly
books, and want to ensure their research reaches a wider
readership. In the past, the academy handled its own
communications system for a long time; now there is interest in
developing a publishing strategy: the players that need to be
involved are the libraries, the presses (mainly if institutionbased) and the institutional repositories.

UNITS – Open Access Policy statement
The University [...] developes an
incentivization policy for open access
publications. University of Trieste also
entrusts EUT Edizioni Università di Trieste
with the implementation of open access
publications policy.
(UniTs Open Access Policy for Scientific
Literature, 2013)

Between 2006 and
2016 EUT published
approximately 500
print volumes.

Over 90% of them are
now available online in
Open Access version.

EUT and Open Access
Accordingly to the Open Access Policy of the University of Trieste,
EUT strongly supports the principles of Open Access to research,
and its primary purpose is to make scholarly works freely
available in digital form, ensuring that academic output is
disseminated as widely as possible and utilising the potential of
the internet to gain access to research and teaching materials.
From 2014, all its digital publications are made available by
default under Creative Commons Licences AttributionNonCommercial-noDerivatives 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-ND
4.0) .

EUT Digital & Print
EUT publishes journal and monographs across a wide range
of academic disciplines.
In addition to electronic formats, EUT offers quality printed
versions of approximately 70 % of all its new titles.
EUT digital collections include periodicals (current and
backsets), monographs, edited volumes/proceedings, and
textbooks.

EUT academic coverage

EUT Edizioni Università di Trieste
The University of Trieste supports both primary publications in
an open access publication (golden road) and secondary
publications on a digital repository (green road). Switching to
an Open Access model, EUT aims at reliably covering its
operating costs. UNITS also supported OA setting up its own
university press and digital repository, instead of paying higher
Book Processing Charges to other publishers.
Periodical subscriptions, grants, print sales revenue help to
keep book and periodicals charges low and sustainable both for
authors and Departments.

OpenstarTs: map of digital OA contents
By the end of September 2016,
EUT publications represent
69% of all the digital resources
archived on OpenstarTs. EUT
has deposited 9150 items (full
text documents), splitted into
5640 journal articles, 2227
monographs / book chapters,
1283 proceedings.

EUT: workflow
EUT covers all the publishing workflow: submissions
evaluation, typesetting (including ePub or other formatting),
copyediting, proofreading, anti-plagiarism, printing, digital
deposit, and preservation. EUT
provides editorial support to
authors throughout the entirety
of the publication process.

EUT publications are organized
in 23 collections and 16 current
journals.
In 2015 701 scholars have
published for EUT: 198 were
affiliated to UNITS, 302 to other
italian institutions, while 201
came from abroad.

In 2016 EUT has published 73 new titles, of
which 51 in print edition, for a total of over
17,000 pages.

EUT: Trawling the OA
EUT publishes together in print and digital OA version 83% of its books
and journals. This percentage raises 90% one year after embargoed
print editions. Open-access versions often do not appear in traditional
library discoverability search routes (e.g. OPAC) which could contribute
towards a continued perceived need among university libraries for a
journal subscription or monograph purchase.
EUT made its openstarTs collections searchable by means of OPAC
thanks to the migration in 2015 of the collections metadata in the Rete
Indaco platform, accessible through the OPACs of approximately 2,200
Italian public and academic libraries. Openstarts is also searchable by
EDS (Ebsco Discovery Service).

Open Access and print
OA helps to downsize print runs and allows academic
publishers to narrow hard copies dissemination to institutional
recipients (mainly academic libraries), which guarantees longterm preservation and availability of print documents.
Current low budgets and high retail costs hinder the circulation
of print monographies, jeopardizing the impact of research
results and affecting research evaluation. Therefore, the
benefits of OA apply not only to authors but also to their
institutions, with increased visibility and impact for both.

Digital print
EUT publishes together in print and
digital OA version 83% of its books
and journals.
This percentage raises 90% one year
after first embargoed print editions.

Small digital print runs and print on demand (POD) allow to
keep the full availability of print titles, with affordable costs
of storing and logistics.

Publisher prestige Vs altmetrics
Altmetrics shift the focus of quality assessment from the use of
journal or publisher brand name as a signifier of quality. Sometimes
these metrics can be gamed and artificially inflate through
technological cheating or robot harvesting. As with all quantifying
bibliometrics, technological altmetrics measure downloads and not
actual use (i.e. reading, assimilation and value). Still, publishers
report that most print scholarly monographs (even those written in
English, deemed to have a wider readership) sell less than 500 copies
in their entire lifetime.

Altmetrics: downloads from OpenstarTs over the years

Deposits & downloads
Downloads from OpenstarTs
are steadily increasing, even
if compared to a constant
rate of item deposits. In
2016 the downloads from
the archive almost reached 3
million, while 1400 new
documents were archived.
By the end of September
2017, over 1800 items have
already been deposited.
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